HOMES & GARDENS

FAR
OUT
Is your home ready for a
seventies revival asks Maison
Interior’s Zoe Hubbard?
The era of avocado
bathrooms, orange walls
and faux wood-panelling
are back in vogue but with a
decidedly modern twist.

Here’s how you can get the look.

PATTERN

For visual interest and retro flair, patterns
are absolutely key. Try mixing bold
geometric patterns with curvaceous
shapes for high impact. But beware of
going too bold. A room full of patterns
leaves your eyes with nowhere to rest,
so patterns should always play an accent
role. I’d suggest choosing just one or
two design elements – windows, walls,
flooring, furniture etc. - that would
benefit from a few pops of pattern, and
make those the focus of the space.

COLOUR

Taken from the world of fashion, colourblocking is a great way to brighten up
any room. Make it wild and neon if you
dare, but remember the design can
become overwhelming if there are too

many dazzling shades competing for
attention. While it’s okay to pair three
intense colors, the safest formula that
guarantees harmony and good balance
is one bright, one bold, one neutral. This
way you’ll maximize the impact of each
color but avoid blinding your guests.

ART

A piece of art can really bring a room
to life, plus give it a fresh perspective.
Abstract and pop art work well with
this era, as do photographic prints
representative of the photorealism
movement of the 1960’s and 70’s. Avoid
your home looking like a gallery by
choosing just one piece to take centre
stage. It isn’t always easy to match art
with the décor of a room, so try using
your painting or sculpture to create a
colour palette, then repeat it in the fabrics
or accessories.

ACCESSORIES

Go over the top and theatrical with
everything from decorative feathers
and bold foliage to warm metals and
colourful ceramics. Underfoot, contrast
on-trend polished stone and lacquered
flooring with natural rugs such as fur, hide
and cosy shag-pile. For furniture, think
Bauhaus and opt for occasional pieces
incorporating wicker, rattan or woven
cane, as well as tubular metal structures.
And you can’t go wrong with a retro
leather sofa.

LIGHTS

70’s lighting was innovative with new
design solutions including the lava,
globe and arc floor lamps at the fore.
Bold light fixtures that serve as the focal
point are trending this year, so even
if you don’t want to go all out with a
psychedelic shade, a statement light
above a dining room table or over your
kitchen island can still add a wow factor.
Metallic fixtures with long suspended
shades bridge the gap between retro and
contemporary home design.
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